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:DNTRODUCTIOlr 
The development of this thesis is akin to that of a 
painting. It is subject to various influences that 
have evoked ideas and each idea has stimul a ted other 
ideas, thus the continuity could have gone beyond the 
bounds of this work. It is not so much an amalgamation 
of similar ideas but a development of diverse ideas 
which have, once composed , a common factor - the 
Multiple Thnage . 
]mage refers to some paintings that h~ve been made or 
part of them , a photograph, a film , a subject visual ized 
in the mind or a compl ex rf forms which is suggestive . 
Multipl e refers to anything that relatively repeats 
itself, has facsimilies of itself, triptychs, polyptychs 
or is a congl omeration of ideas in a work of art . 
Artists whose works and ideas are discussed are mostly 
modern artists whose works are relevant to the theme . 
Opinions that have been sought are those of the 
philosophers and artists themselves and the opinions 
expressed i n their work. Where possible the opinions 
of critics have been avoided in favour of a more 
persvnal approach and because of my involvement with 
mul tiple images in painting. The illustrations are 
not adjuncts to the v,Titing but part of the whole work. 
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THE WRITER'S INHERITAllCE 
This chapter seeks to survey the general attitude of 
present which must be accepted, rejected or used by 
the artist. Man's reaction to this attitude has been 
active, destr uctive, productive and to a lesser extent, 
creative. 
Economics , and not man's sensibilities , seem to rule 
his life. He feels he is forced to compete against 
the computer which virtually rules his life like a god. 
In practice he is dependent upon the machine ~~d his 
thoughts cannot escape it. Communications are too 
·vast, the mind is subject to too many divergent 
influences and too many books are written, thus he is 
subject to second-hand experiences with the result 
that he has forgotten how to thiwc for himself. The 
conditioning process of the commercial world is a lie, 
but real. Nationalism gives way to internationalism, 
class and race distinctions interbreed so that man has 
become an universal mongrel, faithful to the money god 
that feeds him. 
John Leonard of the "New York Times" said in an essay 
in 1968: 
"The rush of aesthetic theories upon us, 
while we lie numb under the machine, has 
divided us from our own experiences and 
has stylized our responses. Vie do not 
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understand, but attitudinize, .••. and grow ever 
more dim:inished, lost in the put on, clumsy at 
happenings, drowned in our boredom, swallowing 
ourselves with our own yawns. The N(~w Art and 
the TV screen and advertisements all feature 
the same images and the s~,e episodes, the same 
1. 
cheap myths and the sane ch",ap satisfacti ons." 
"Our sacred instinctive individu:tlism is always 
being corroded and corrupted by the sorcery of 
the set, the group, the school, the profession, 
2. 
the social clique to which we belong." 
"The destruction of philosophy by science, the 
appalling results of which surround us to-day, 
makes everything so specialized and so technical, 
that the kind of phi losophical wri ting that 
combined poetry with moralizing and both with 
mysticism and mythology, has practically 
3. 
disappeared." 
Man's humanity is under incredible str ain . His 
instinctive tendencies are suppressed by twentieth 
century civilization. man forces himself into situations 
he does not want to be in. He continually plays a 
1. Hofmann, Werner . Exhi bi tion Catalogue, Neue 
Realisten und Pop Art. Berlin. 20 Nov. 1964 
3 Jan. 1965. Quoted by Crone, R~iner. Andy 
Warhol. London, Thames and Hudson, 1970. p.9 . 
2. Powys, John Cowper. A philosophy of Solitude. 
London Village Press 1974. p.9 
3. ibid. p.13. 
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game that he does not like and believes he h a s to play 
it. He f .J.lse l y buys time so that he can attempt to 
put his dreams into practice. llan is the r oot of his 
own troubles as Carl Jung says: 
"'It is becoming more and more obvious, that 
it is not sta rvation , not microbes, not c ance r 
but man himself who is mankind's greatest danger.,,4. 
There is a dilmma of indecision. ~:10dern philospher s 
seen able to point out the roots of the problems of 
mankind but do not seem able to offer any lasting 
solution. They either become utopian dreamers or 
advocates of oblivion. The youth of the nineteen 
fifties rapidly swept the communic a tion medi a with 
their revolt against the 'Establi shed Order', like'i1ise 
did the youth of tho sixties and seventies only to 
succumb to the trappin8s of l,late ri alism and fame . The 
leaders of the various reacti on?ry groups thus 
prosti tuted tileir inte,3ri ty at the expense of their 
followers. OptiLiistic s t a tement s li:w : The 'ri t anic 
Sails at Dawn,,5. by Bob Dyl :;.n see'~ no lom,er hopeful. 
The counte r culture has failed as predicted by 
4 . Quoted in: Guinness, Os. The Dust of Death. 
London, Inter-Varsity Press, 1973. p.2. 
5 • i bi d • p. 40 • 
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Herbert Uarcuse: 
" Every revolution has been a betrayed 
Revolution.,,6. 
Bi tter :iirony lies in the statement of an anonymous 
anarchist poet: 
" Give flowers to the rebels who failed. ,· 7. 
Slowly man realises an uneasy sense of doom . His 
hope l essness lies in the lack of structure , form or 
aim in his miserable existence . His life is a struggle 
for everyday survival and this should be the point 
where h e could act irra tional 'y , because he has nothing 
to loose, and discover by chance an outlet. But he 
does not, he is too busy existing, he avoids thinking 
because he becomes totally de pressed about his 
inability to influence his destiny, and 60 constricted 
is he by his existence, that he will not even leave 
h i mself open to chance. 
The West strear.lS to the East for its spiritual YlI 'owess 
only to find it self in a spiritua l fu:1-fair with no 
abili ty to retain '{Ihat it could have learned once 
returned to the ')est. It only seems to offer a 
temporary aim for the aimless man v/ho trie s to apply, 
by modifyinG, Eastern philosophy to his ovm western 
society. Si.gnificant, however, is the fact that the 
6. Jlarcuse, Eerbert, Eros and Civilization . First 
Abacus edition 1972. p.75. 
7 . Quoted in: Guinness , Os. op. cit. p.76 . 
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'"lest strives for some sort of s pirituality, its own 
Christ i ani ty having lost its appeaL The pseudo- Jesus 
revolutions are nothing but a sick commercial enterprise, 
culmi nating in Jesus slOgellls on badges, T-shirts, vests 
and underwear . Even the musical ' Jesus Christ Superstar' 
has fallen foul of this enterprise. 
The drug trippers, the galaxy rush, man on the moon, 
man on r~ars, man on "", in • • .. , travelling anywhere 
all confirm that man has a taste for infinity . 
Presently the world is hooked on a strology, clairvoyance 
and the occult. The pre-Christian religions of 
Europe are being revived ~~d likewise turned into an 
abortive cOJIDflercial product . r1an functions best with 
a god but he schizophrenically divorces his god from 
what he believes to be rational and a ttributes it 
philosophically to the re a lm of mythology. 
Chri s tiani ty is used as a politic al weapon to the 
detriment of true s ;)iri tuali ty. f'Jan is so vain in his 
desire to know that wp.en he dies there is something 
here-after, that he crea tes gods and reli gions to 
justify his existence becau:.;e he cannot accept the 
element of finality 2,S infinity and life-everlasting 
are so reassuring. 
The nineteen seventic s sees a nostalgic 'c alling back 
the past' . Everyone is trying to isolat e time and 
enjoy an atmosphere of a more favourab l e c l imate, 
thus the many neo - Movements, the 'Gre a t Gatsby' fi lms, 
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clothing fashions, outbreaks of revi v_~lls and honouring 
of past heroes. Nan sees no future and the future he 
does see he hates even more than t he present with the 
result that he will believe j.n anything that gives him 
teDporary satisfaction. The em!1tiness of the many 
beliefs, theories and images he comes in contact with 
have no sense of lasting, so man has evolved an 
insatiable appetite for novelty. lIe is l i ke a 
drowning man clutching at any sort of jetsam, such as 
his dying thoughts, so aptly described by ';Iilliam 
Golding's 'Pincher tlartin' • 
rlo r a lty has been classified to such an extent that no 
lasting values can be found. There are too many little 
moral conce pts to cC;.1pare actions 'l,~ainst. The Zen 
l!aster , Yun Men proclaimed that 
'If you want to get to the plain truth, be not 
concerned vii th ri"ht :::md wron--;. Conflict 
bet',veen right and wron.; is the sicknes'3 of 
the mind.,,8. 
Today noral inte,::rity se81'1 S to destroy the ",dvocate of 
it. Hen who decide to sneak directly and uYl!'1istakably 
wi thout r() ~"rd for the consequenc es tend to 1.1e 
ultim'ltely clisapDointed amI leave behind them a trial 
of broken hopes . strong as their stand may be, and 
romantic as it seens for o+.hers, their work is 
8. Quoted in: Guinness, Os. op. cit. 
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capitalized upon, the political machinery destroys 
them. Alexander Solzhenitsyn did this which was valid 
for him, while he was in Russia, and excellent for the 
newspapers and polit ic al propag&~da, but by removing 
h i m from Russia, the fight gone, he is no longe r a 
force. Picasso made strong statements but remained 
personally aloof. He could never be pinned down as he 
remained e lus i ve . Jean Dubuffet fo r ged ahead regardless 
of public opinion and that of the salon critics, but he 
talked too much. Now he finds himself in the archives 
of history , classifi ed, categorized and computerized. 
Blatant -r)tic ism in c ontemporary art r eveals onani sm. 
Pornography i s nothing but a shallo": ti tillatian whi ch 
destroys any stable sexual desire, The many 
pornographic fil~s , books and obj ects defile man, 
because invariably they reve'll a~ e;mggerated male 
sexual pT' \" '~'3s and a degr:lda tion of ';/Omen in an 
endeavour to boo st man.' s virility, This i s at Llan's 
expense because he enslaves his e~o to a f a lse sexu2.l 
stimulan t which becomes more tmportant than procreatian 
and affection. Wornen have become brash and tend to 
dominate with the result tha t most of them have lost 
their F.ystique. Over-poDulation creates uncertainty 
in pr o-creation , so much so, that man finds alte rnative 
sexual outlets, usually unhealt~1 ones . This, plus 
analytical psyc hology and ec onomic circ u~stances , has 
corroded the family unit , thus the basic structur e 
of west e r n society is crumbling. 
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Mankind is terrified of the machim; . !\Ian m ~'Lkes anti-
machine, anti-technological society films as a means 
of revenge on the computers that rule his life . 
Everyone of these films holds Qn ultra-pessimistic 
view of the future orzanisation of society, where lllan 
lives in a false aura of freec.om . When discussi ng man, 
Jacques Ellul said: 
"He is most enslaved when he tr..inks he is 
9. 
comfortably settled in freedom. <: 
Simultaneously these films hold an optimist i c view of 
man so that he eventually overcomes and destroys the 
machine. This power of nan over the machine reveals 
his fear of i -to Fil.ms such as "Alphaville", " A Space 
Odessy, 2001", "Zardos" and "Rollerlnll" aye like 
prehistoric paintings which were .uainted as a powerful 
symbol whereby the 8.rtist-hunter had 8. spiritual power 
over the animal that fed and also threatened him. It 
is interestiD'i to note th"t ,fllen th", anim:lls left, l.U.1.n 
turned his eyes to the e '3.rth. 
In "Zardo s" the people have ir:mlOrtali ty, an existenc e 
of finality which is static . 'fhe outer world -they 
e r adicate from t il8ir minds. Vi i thout a sense of the 
infini te or the unkno;/D they bGcome apathetic and 
eventually they re-instate End welcome G.ep.th as it is 
a reassuring relief. 
9. Quoted in: Guinness, Os. 01'. cit. )) . 114 . 
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The sculptor/painter cannot compete with the film l:Jedie. 
3. S a means of communication nor as a me ans to educateo 
The men, motorbikes and machines in "Rollerball" are the 
most complete sculptures of the twentie -i:;h centuryo These 
images are not thought of as sculptures but as objects 
the viewer can irmnediately relat e to 0 Educationists 
encourage children to play on Henry L:oore' s sculptures 
so that from an early age they will le arn to accept 
them! The infinite variety of scenes depicting people, 
architecture and landscapes has revealed the diversity 
of pictorial images, so that when the public looks at 
a single painting they can no longer w'3.nder into the 
mystery of the image but tend to delve into the artist's 
technical virtuosi tyo 
The irony of the situation is that the ,'!,reat art media 
of the films has numbed the public's senses by showing 
too mucho For them there is nothing loft , as their 
wildest dreams com,~ from scme fi J.m , their f3.nt a sies 
cannot surpass the filrn il.laeC 9 their iuagination is 
negligible. The horrifyin5 realization is that this 
media can no longer educ3.te the masses, but only 
condition them, as they are, in actuality, totally 
unres;)onsi ve to it in the long runo The fil'll reveals 
incredible truths, attracting attcntion by the extremes 
of shock t actics, but once the audience has left the 
immediate gripping world of motion ~ictures, their 
attention no longer attracted, their ability to 
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ass i mi late havin,:; been destroyed by too much, the masses 
fall back into the h~thargy of evcryday life , knowinG 
they c a n be temporarily stimula ted by the next fi l m. 
What man has discovered in hi.s ever clnnging sense of 
values has no t b...,en ].losi t'Lve . Universal honour is 
dead, illtegr i ty is domned, life is no longer sacred , 
the envir or1Iaent is bein.-: u8stroyed 9 relationships 
between people are estranGed, the sense s ~re dulled , 
the will to l i ve is qU(;stj.o ned by the que stion ' wha.t 
for?~ s.nd as an answer i n despai r ~ man commits suic ide o 
THE :CAST LONDON Clm;'~TORIU;,! 
Hi lls of gr'J..ves 
surround t '1is launc h i n G pad . 
?utility l8 in the a i r. 
ThcI'e: is no flourish, 
But ;::', v;h im s ic a l puff 
of grey smoke . 
':(he t,'l e st \'Iind blO '.vse 
',;0 bre athe . 
And insiue the Gate 
an inscri :' tion 
on a ru'Jb0r dust-bi n 
reads : 
"No Hot Ash" . 
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THE NULTIPLE H1AGE A;m R'-lYTH::,'i 
The l>1ultiple Image has evolved from the very roots of 
mankind, Art is, and has always been, man's way of 
u"iting his desira to possess tho world by having power 
over i t b;'I representing it realisti02.11y, and his desire 
to fO:::'lllulate his ooncepts of reality by means of 
Clbstraotion. Art inoorporates both soienoe and myth 
in :tn endeavour to make the phenomenon of the world 
understandable. 
RhythJ p l ays an integral part in tho Multiple IrnClge 
beoause man is so bound up with the rhythmic; pulsations 
of his o\'ln heart beat, that when it stops his life 
expires'1 thu~ h~ cr.33.tes ir~F?:c;es with a sense of rhythmo 
This h8 does by repGatinf" ''-'i th vm'iations, soundu iJ.i1.d 
shapes whioh Gn:sondqr iT:. the image or sound a pulse 
be at 0 fit s own a nd f'O g i ve i i; li ~'e • The !.1ul-tiple 1m "lge 
is this repeti.ti (; n t h :<t g~ves life to 'chc il'lanj.mate. 
One finds the Golden Rule re pe3.ted in n c.ture and as 
nature foroes itself on man he too must repeat. This 
rhyth'!l, by rep,,-ci tion, is inherent in life and reveals 
itself j_n all man~ s ~rto If one surveys the art of 
mankind from the very beginninL ·me. finds this 
constantly. One has only to see the repeated lines on 
prehisto ric tools, the rC~1eti tion of animal paintings 
on c ave walls or the alignments of me galithic monUJnents 
to feee this rhyth'll. 
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The Sumerian 'Standard of Ur' de picts rows of repeated 
figures which arc complemented by the rbythmic a bstract 
patterns of the dividing lines. In E;Sypt, the four 
statues of R::'.:;c GCG. II at the entn::~1c,-, to his rockh<-vm 
tomb force the onlooker by t heir sheer dominant size and 
repeti tion to feel th, t the T{'l, t h e 3piri t of man, is 
so very much alive. The a li e;nments of s phinxes that 
le..ld up to the forboding temp12s urgE: the bypassers to 
move toward the temple . The very structure of the 
temple i s similar, with its open courtyard and 
hyp o style hall rhythmically following one after the 
other, till they r Gac h the; life forC:f:, the god, in the 
inner s 'lnctuary. 
The columns and friez e s of the Gre8k t8!:'lples, those of 
the Christian Churches, the .;]osaics, the nany s:3.ints 
in niches, st !'l.ined ;:,l"ss "iindows, door f '2nels, the 
[;re a t ceilin ~ and ,/all fY.' Jscoes, the [:,lt3.rpieces, the 
triptychs, polyptychc, 8.nd (lve'n t he; cO~lcent of 'The 
Threc in One' pulf3::.tc l'li th 'J. rhyth'TI ,md so seem :J.ble to 
say, \';h:::.t thcy " ave to s a y, n ore el'!phJ. tically. 
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AFRICAN ART AND ITS INFLUENCE 
The whole of African philosphy is l-,,,rmeated with a 
sense of collectivity. The African sculptor embodies 
the ideas of the community, as he sees for the 
community and he creates his sculptures in accordance 
wi th the correct and accepted l:w,gical formulae. 
I<1pterial reality and s1;'iri t are conceived as one 
existence. The artist, although separate, is part 
of the group and so long as he remains part of the 
group he shares its po ',ver. His sculptures are 
esse.ntially ritual instruments in which the spiritual 
elements are determined by the evocat ive powers of the 
externaJ forms. These fOIT.1S in turn e"lbody the spirit 
and have alif.3 of their own. The sculpture is thus 
functional and severe, and expresses vlhat is essential. 
E'3.ch part C'oeJ.sti-G,,;te s a n idea of its o'I'm and a ll the 
diff erent parts r~ak [) u p the -.vh ole ima!:;e . 'J'he 
individual pa rts, like t he he ad, stornach or ph'lllus 
have varvir,,o.: import9 . .tlc.3. 'Dle se par es are in themselves 
a s:'lmbo l of the idea, and the idea is r e presentntionally 
crOk0d by Exageeration. The ide J. and tl:e part are one, 
so to represent them in some orde r of imncrtanc e the 
parts are determined by the a rc bitectonic spaces a nd 
p l anes that a re a ttribute d to them, thu s the distortion 
of re ali t y lS essent ial f or the de piction of the ideal 
man-spirit or animal-spirit, something akin to the 
ideal beauty of the Gr,; e ks . One sculptu r e can 
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therefore express a number of ideas simultanE,ously. 
The planes and shapes of African sculpture have a 
strong sense of rhythrl nhic h is also inherent in the 
pulsating African drum beat . The evocative powers of 
the external forms of African Sculpture influenced 
European Art but the 1'88,1 significance '3.nd 
understanding of African Jculpture remained obscure, 
but for Europe this did not matter. At the beginninc 
of the twentieth century all accepted values were 
questioned; the artists were revolting against 
nineteenth century academicism and new forms were 
being sought. The artj.sts such as Picasso, E.:tisse, 
Brancusi :tnd Gaudi er-Brze sk,. . arnongst 0 ther's, were 
shocked by African Sculpture a..'1d readily found in its 
form frosh inspiration. Thus Africa:J. sculpture acted 
3S a cp t '.l~.st, itself undergoing no ohange . 
The sculptu.re s of Pic assc: "B21,1bol8." and "nan Standing", 
i'IJimL.stone 
He3.d" and GR'1dier-3rzeska: "Imp" 8.::"1 reveal this 
immediat e influence. 
Picasso' s ';Les Iorno isclles d' Avignon" 1907 revolut ioniz ed 
the accepted v3.1ues of art and antic i pated Cubism and 
the modern movements that imraedi8.tely followed. This 
paint i ng was a series of experiments , ultimately left 
unfinished, which spoke cf things to follow. The t\70 
faces of the right hand women a.re African mas.s 
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reve :l1in;; alre a dy a multiplicity of viewpoints in a 
single object . 
The s pirit of African sculpture worked its "lay into 
the subconscious of Picasso, throl)~h the evocative 
power of its external fo r ms. Sculpture th3.t '.vorked 
on the mind of the primitive African worked on the 
mind of Picasso I'Iho 'Nas open to c.hange. He even 
said tha t : 
"The African carvings l :l'in,t; about my s tudio are 
TOTTE"'S . th 1 ,,10 . ,- oJJ: more ~ c:n e xamp e8 0' 
10. Leymarit, Jean. Pic asso . London Lacuillan 
1972 . p.217 . 
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A FACET' OF CUBISM 
The Clbist painters who were not influenced by the 
spi r it of Afric &, sc ulpture took the form of Cubism 
and developed other fi e lds further and further away 
from the source that inspired the movement, thus the 
many aesthetic theorists of Cubism such as Andre Salmon 
and Guillaume Apollinaire, Apollinaire himself having 
an understanding of African sculpture beyond its 
evocative form . Strangely enough the leaders of Cubism, 
Picasso and Braque, remained aloof from the initial 
theorizing on Cubism. Picasso made few statements about 
himself and his ideas on his art but dealt instead with 
general attitudes which did not theoretically explain 
his work . By being elusive he left himself open to 
chance and change as it reveals itself in his statement: 
"A picture i s not thought out and settled 
beforehand . While it is being done it changes 
as one's thoughts change . And when it is 
finished , it still goes on changing, according 
to the state of mind of whoever is looking at 
it. A picture lives a life like a living creature, 
undergoing the changes imposed on us by our 
life from day to day . This is natural enough, 
as tho picture lives only through the man who 
11. 
is looking at it." 
11. Chipp, Herschel B. Theories of !.lodern Art. 
Berkley. University of California Press 1970. p.268 . 
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Pic asso maintained that: 
"'Cubis!". l is nc i thor th e seed nor the g ermina tion of 
a new art; it repncsents '3. stc'tie in the dcvelopr:1ent 
of or'i :;inal pictor:Lal f'J r~ns 0 Onc e ':rorked out, 
these fo:"ms arc enti ~led to :m inde pcn Ctent 
12 0 
exi stel1Cc .. B 
Cubist paintin <:; ',vas i tEl OWl subject and like Af rican 
Elculpture it po ss nsseii a life of j ts o',vn o No longer 
was the su'.Jject of the paiYLG i ng of prime impo r hmce 
but rathe:' the Elubject 'liap 2, caldron in which ideas 
could be for, ;ulated 0 Albert Gleizes ::md Jean 1.1etzi nger 
said in a lecture " Cubi SEl 1912" that: 
HThe f8.~t o i.' moving around an object to se ize 
seve r ::, l svccessivc appe araclc e3 , which fused in 
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a singl e i mage, reconstituted it in ti:1C 0" 
13 0 Chipp, Hersche l ~o op o cit o p 020 7 0 
?O 
DADA 'l'!!INKING 
To think Dada ~i. s to refill your resources o 
Marcel Duchamp radicrclly broke from the visual 
appearance of Cubi.sm ',; i th his' ready-mades' 0 )\lot only 
did he break Prom Cubism l-Jut also from the accepted 
values of aesthetics, just as t Le artists of the e ,o.rly 
t l'lentieth century 'hroke fro!:l the vctlues of nineteenth 
centur:f academicism o He refused to accept the validity 
of any aestheti c or artistic tradition, so he • flung 
urinals at the public' as if to say i f art has any 
aesthetics then so h::ls a u r inaL The sense that the 
artist speaks for the cOI:lnluni ty is so strong that the 
cri,tics accepted these' ready-made' articles as works 
0:; art and in turn the gullible TlUblic acc epted the 
views of the critics, This entir e attitude W8.S 
capitalized on hy Andy ~arholo 
The war wi th i ts ab;~urdi ties deman<led ne',' forms and 
means of thow~ht, Out of this Dad:J. was 1')orno The 
Berlin Dada g roup loudly demanded revolution: 
.. Down wi. th f.rt 
Down with boug-eeis intellectualism 
Art is Dettd o 
Long live the machine age of Tatlin , 
Dada is the voluntary destruction of the bougeois 
world of ideaso,,14 0 
140 Crone, Rainiero opo cito polL 
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Dada was lil,e the Wooden Horse of Troy: it cajoled by 
its 9.ppearance and destroyed with its armoured guts. 
Dada was spontaneity without the intervention of 
anything . Its strength l ay in its nothingness . As Tristan 
Tzara s2id in a lecture on Dada in 1924: 
"Dada is 3. state of mind. That is why it 
transforms itself according to race and events . 
Dada applies itself to everything, and yEt it is 
nothing, it is the point where the yes and the 
no and all the opposites meet, not solemnly 
in the castle of human philosophies, but very 
simply at street corners like dogs and 
15. 
grasshoppers," 
At the time Dada was 3. negation of everything but I 
cannot agree with thi s as I find D5,da is po si ti ve in 
that it helps to free us from our cages of logic by 
allowing us to reconceive our senses :ll1d to encouragc 
the illogical and irrational so t hat in this state we 
may find accidentally the elements of truth. 
15. Chipp, Herschel B. op . cit. p.]89. 
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THE R~DICAL INNOVATOR 
Andy Warho l rejected the' original' pi ece of art. 
Because his ideas have not conformed to the traditional 
ideas, people tend to avoid understanding his work but 
rather emphasize Andy ';/arhol as an individual persona lity 
to the paint of his becoming a • star' . \'h r hol , like 
Duchamp, has questioned the validity of a work of art . 
His subject matter is of lesser importance than the 
T:13.king of it. Warhol has realized that his art can no 
longer escape the influe nce of science, so he uses it, 
and he realizes that accepted values and the concept of 
art have changed. ','Iarhol does not revolt ag"inst this 
but uses it to make a social com~lent . '"Tarhol, the 
interpreter of soci e ty will stand the test of time 
b.:;cause when future generations look back on the 
twent ieth century they will not look at the original 
Brillo boxes or Campbell's soup cans but at thc work of 
thc man who COl'lElented about them, and ',/'1.1'hol' s COITII1ents 
wil l make thC[,j realize that he was a great product of a 
damn sick society. As l1arcel Duch3inp said: 
"If a man t'Otkes 50 Campbell ' s soup cans a'1d 
puts them on a canvas, it is not the r et inal 
image that concerns us. \"jhat interests us is 
the concept that wants to put 50 Campbell's 
16. 
soup cans on a canvas . " 
16 . Crone, Rainier. op . cit. p . 22 . 
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Warhol's 'Nork cOP.l ·;ents on mass production because it is 
in itself a mass produced object . By reproduction he 
breaks down the authenticity of the origim:.l work of 
E'.r t. Anyone cm make his images but his uniqueness 
lies i n the fact thc.t not anyone c an rroduce his i deas. 
Whereas Dada reject ed ar.d negated, Warhol's attitude 
t owards the Technological SOciety is positive. ':Iarhol 
is not anti-everything but takes a definite stand and 
comments about society, machines, politics and 
aesthetics itself. Warhol's use of the silkscreen 
avoids the element of the original but his mcdium is 
still subject to chance so that each ima!!;e that makes 
up h i s series is slightly different from the next. jiG 
even goes to the extreme of allowing others to print 
for him or put colour in his wOl'ks. Here ch:mce plays 
an even greater role and so the deperson3.1izing n r ocess 
is '!la de even greater. Li}:e the Afric cl.Yl artist he h a s 
become the voice of his soc iety, h e SeeS for them ~ind 
his powers of observation ,md output of ':lork lie in the 
thin8G his society liLes, hates, eats and drives. Hi s 
co=ents e!11body the idoas , fads , fashions .1nd fant,-sies 
of his society. ~ : .lrilyn Nonroe , Liz 'raylor and ,TO-ckie 
Kennedy have become public property. This \' arhol say s 
by repeatinG their images ~ s if they are a mass 
produced objec t. By using the multiple imago he is 
able to express hi s idea s mo r e poignantly . The 7e ry 
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r epi ti tion of h i s mUltip l e i mctges fo rc e s t he public to 
acc ept his wo r k as a produc t . The rhythmic regulari ty 
of the image works on the psyche of the community i n a 
t ype of repetitive conditioning s i milar to the use of 
repeti 'tion in advert i sing . 
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HE HASN'T COr:IIITTED SUICIDE YET 
Hans Richter's thoughts have been Dada. To an extent 
he is involved in the multiple ir.le.ge both in painting 
and the filr.! tJedia . He too believes the boundaries of 
the canvas have gone beyond the bounds of its frmne . 
In his "Pro and Contra in Colour" 1967 he nakes use of 
two shapes together. These shapes a re re peated in a 
number of panels but in varying positions. The shapes 
are painted yellow, green, red and black and the white 
shapes reflect these colours. His theme, the two 
shapes, is revealed more by the use of different 
colours. By repeating the said shape he forces the 
validi ty of the perfec t shape ,:md the di versi t y of one 
share upon the onlooker. '7hen discussing his nethod of 
'.Vork he says: 
"Sor.1etines I am able to grasD the whole, to 
consider and want the ·Ihole . Other time s I 
do not see the whole at 8.11, but GO on digging. 
I start from sOEleYlhere, from a small detai l, 
and dig on, enjoying the purposelessness of 
a dre am . It is like following one little 
item wr'ich i s influencin~ the ne xt. And then, 
sometimes, in that way the Nhole develops. 
It is a matte r of disposition , of the light of 
the day, of the weath er, the digestion, the 
night's sleeT', and a dialogue, a sudden 
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17. 
encounter with an object.' 
He goes on to say that: 
"no artist in his right mind vlOuld r a tionalize 
his source of inspiration. The nearer the 
content to thc source of inspir,tion, the more 
the artist is himself, and the more irrational 
18. 
becomes his work." 
What he is saying is that his work is subject to chance 
and change and develops along those lines. One 
cannot rationalize one's source of inspiration, one 
c an only ss.y where one found it, what form it took 
but one cannot say exactly why the wind inspires, why 
or what th, ec:.rth says or how the moon holds one in 
&we. The closest one can come to Lltionalizing is to 
say these influences have a sense of strength, a sense 
of the infinite but it does not exrlain metaphysical 
strength, the unknown or the infinite. Richter's 
"Nervous Harnony" 1962., again pLinted wood, is based 
on a counterplay of negative and positive sh'l pes which 
are re peated in different combinations. One senses 
more tha n realizes the slight differances and this 
sense gives rise to a tension that evokes a nervous 
expectancy. Because there are a number of v ariations 
one feels that there could be an infinite number of 
17. Richter, Hans. Hans Richter. London. Thames 
and Hudson. 1971. p.17]. 
18. I bid. p . 166. 
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variations and those that are depicted are not "1110 
The P12Y of negative and positive forms, like tho 
planes of African sculpture wit~ their cause and 
effect tension, is revealed in his poem: 
"FOHn ATiD ANTI-::"om r 
'flhen the earth wa s still the centre of the universe 
and flat, 
lilan the last word of God's creation, 
Things might have been simple 
direct 
unique-
I doubt it though: 
But on a very round planet 
Infinitely insignifiC'l.nt part of the universe 
\Ie, men, enigua tic animals not yet fully developed, 
Are fore ed to see " the simple" 
"the direot" 
H tr-t8 unique ~ f 
in oontrast and connec tion with the unexpec ted 
rJ anifoldness 
of cause and effect , 
Everything is condit i oned nnd constructed. 
We see life in motion, in relationships 
'rhe flr'.- of water in a ri vier is its meaning 
Not the single drop, 
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It is not the single outline that is to be contemplated. 
No! 
How form relates to form reveals a r"essage 
Form Ll itself is confirming . 
Boundaries burst -
Form is replaced by pulsation 
Forms interact, destroy the limits of form, 
become continuities, rhythms, !Jelodies 
Life . 
You move with them 
Then forD leads you frol,l one point to another, from 
observation to partici)ation 
I t makes ;'lou act . 
Round ~nd st r aight , horizontal and vertical, the 
c ire le a,1d the square 
They are not fOY'r.lS 
They are what you are 
P:lrt of ~,rour body. 
The round sky, th_ flat Garth a!1d your upri3htness 
Those a re the elements 'vhich prevent FORI.; . 
Only then - when you kno ,: th2.t - then form - any 
no longer a handicap 
It becomes a tool. 
You nay even use a D'Jtural sh.3.pe , a leaf, a torn 
piece of paper 
a geometric body or just a blob 
You will understand its function - with other - forms 
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By understanding it, evorythin,; becomes NO-FORr,~ 
an elemont of your sovereign will 
19. 
You are rich." 
Da d ",- in its many manifestations ~j dvoc3.ted chmce 'Nhich 
acted wi tl,out any conscious assi.stc11lce fron the person 
subj ect to it. This allo"Ned the individual, once he 
realized that chance played an enor:nous, if not total, 
role in his life, to forget hi. s preco.,'ceived ide3.s, 
his pn.judices ,111d inhibitions and to g ive himself 
almost :Iholly to this element of chs.nce so that he 
could libera te his unconscious thoughts, feelings, 
~~ctions, energies and dreams :md through tho irra tional, 
devElop. 
19. Richter, Hans. op. cit. p.125 . 
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IF YOU DON'T YA':1N YOU SCHEAl'.. 
Francis Bacon's thomes are his personal visions and 
experiences. Our conc e rn lies in "is ide a s on art 
and the p.wkine; of his i Ll.l,3es. He finds :1cciclent ,ll 
marks bring his painting closer to the pOint -,'thich he 
is trying to realize. His i.Mages develop themselves 
by accident. Although he visualizes what he ','!ants to 
do it does not :l lvJaYs turn out that way, but turns out 
better than he anticipated as the im'l.ges themselves 
continually change. He feels th2t exi stin,~ i naGes 
breed other image s 2nd he is continually hoping to 
renew ther;;. His i-n~ges a re transfor::wd from what he 
ini tially vi 3uali s"d by the actual p['.int. In this 
accidental f'l.shion he finds the paint o akes nuch bottcr 
ir~ages t h an h e could make thorl do, so in a ','IIJ.Y, he creates 
2 fOrr:1 a l si tu ~tion in v:hich hI.- is ope!'l to chance 'llld 
change. He achieves this si tuatilm by Vlorking quickly 
and i!'l so do i n:; retains the spont:1neity of the ioage. 
Ee finds if he c ontinues to ','Iork on ,'- Tl.'. intLl'; it lose s 
its vi tali ty =,1 likewise the irrn.ge . His il'18.Ces develop 
a kind of tension between ,,·,ha t one calls figur ,3.t ive or 
re prosentati onal paintinr.; ond abstraction. P o feels 
that purely abstr''],ct rainting concerns i tsel:f' ,,'Ii th 
pure l y acsthc tic matters of forr.ls, patter:ls ~.t.Y).d 
emotional marks wLich d.o n o t convey :.my sort of hunan 
tension. The ro: .. s on for this is th-1.t the function 
of the arti3t to record is now the t r::sk of better 
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recording nadia such as films 9 tape-recordings :-md 
photographs, so that abstract artists concern thoIncelves 
purely with c olou::-- and ratterns f or their o\";n s:,ke. He 
finds that because his paintings are so subject to the 
accidental, the rnessat;e of the image ccrnes across Dore 
pOignantly than illustration because it has a life of 
its own and this life unlocl:s the vp.lves of feelina-
'" 
and thereby returr,.s the onlooker to life J',orc violently . 
He -tlants an orderec. i ,:lage to corne ::tbout by accident . 
He works on thc p;mels of his triptychs qui tv s c p .~_rately 
but sOJaeti:;]es places then together in the fin'll stages 
and unites them if they nre not slre'.dy unded . 'Ie 
\vorks 0 ... 1 one imc~ge aftE-)r the other in seriG 8 '18 the one 
sugf;C st s the other but he alw::tys strive s to ~lilkc the 
one iJrae;e that will destroy all -the others but finds 
t;-,at they al'C so i.ntir.l8.tely bound tocether -:;h'Jt they 
are t~ tter in S0r~.es tllen s e P:.JJ.',"l te :,.y ~ As such they 
S8el'~ to Sf" ... y the "thir\! : 1101"0 suc:cj.nctly.. Once the r e is 
r·lore theD. one iLj"l.f~(; i.ll ::, p::.tinti .i f'; l;hu story--telling 
Once th:i. c h!l:cpens tr:e story 
borin,s bec aU2e it Ie :-3e:s i tc irn,p '1c t, so he avoids this 
Scpcl.r'l.tc eanv.::£. so that it , io:;s not <l (,stroy its '::hole 
impac toBy plr? c].ng t~lCJ~ togct
'
1er the vertic",l breal:s 
bet ·een the canv:..scs of b.is triutychs isolctc the one 
image fro!!; the other ::md c:J.t out the n:J.rr3.tivc factor 
between on'] mel the other.,. His iLI3.ges ~l1gGnd8r a 
J2 
mood ::'md this u00<l is wh ,_tt he visualises . Ee is 
fascinc.ted by rIybri<l ; G' s sequences of Y'hotographs of 
t!le human figure in motion ac he finds that photocraphs 
arc triggers of i_dcas because by lookLnt; 'it the:n he 
c :m see '- reality 'lbout thew tlJa-~ they in thcr~selves 
do not convey. His r3flsons ::Oor not going beyond t;lC 
triptych i_nto poly,tychs is that h8 fin<ls the triptych 
a more balanced unit. In this VIaY Bl(;On does not 
s}lealc fer his iEla;83 but they speak for then selves a~ld 
so our concern then lies "Ii til ';,hJ.t -the: i[1o.8'0S h:V8 
to say ... 
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ITS .'l.L1 EEE;'! DONE BEFORE 
The concept of the Iiul ti_ple Im'lge is not confined to 
any single nation, society or race but permeates a ll 
cultures. The trend to paint consciously the basic 
emotions of the individual, by the artist forcing the 
si tuation in which he becoriCs unconscious of what he 
is doing by turning to drugs , alcohol or exhaustion, 
has revealed the productivity of an exalted state of 
eupho!"ia . Tl"is trend has come about by the study of 
anthropology and the availability of stimulants. From 
the anthrorological studies the artist has realized 
that societies of the past, or present primitive 
societies were not concerned conscious ly with building 
a culture but just mmt about their '.'!ays and developed 
a culture unique to their environment, The sense of 
the c ollec ti ve is onc e more comin,s to the fore as the 
artist today, al thou,-;h to a large extent estranged 
from society, realizes that he is part of the society 
tha t constitutes his environment. Present society 
wi th its insatiable d e sire for new l~nO\-{led,se instilled 
in the artist em p,lmost hysterical desire to produce 
the new, the unique a nd the diff e r ent. ':0 longer 
concerned consciously with buildin<r, C' culture the 
artist adopted 11 lai,ssez-fa ire attitude because to 
make his living he had to cater for a fickle public 
which was on the rampa"e fo:' any thin,': new . The public , 
not knowing its wants except the new, drove the artist 
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to experiment with anything in the hone that it would 
be acceptedo The result was bizarre i ncohercncies 
which the critics claime d to understand, ',"!hile the 
public claimed to unde r stand the critics and the artist 
not knowing really vlhat he \·I8.S doine was forced to 
theorize on his 'lrt because it did 710t explain itself 0 
The thousands of cr".ftsmen of the past Clre now the 
thous,,-nd s of a rtists without a cra fto The soc i al 
a ttitude t owards artists i s rom~~tic, and t he present 
gene r atio n finds some security :md purpose in 
maintaining this r omant ic ~.tti tude by becominc; ::!rt ist s o 
The accepted bohemian life of the artist became an 
excuse for the' dropout' 0 The wo rk pr oduced bec .aJlle 
indistinguishable f rom th :tt produCLd by J.n ape 'C nd 
both man and ' lpe ' s work wan acc e pt ·: d dS v a lid o The 
" rtists have been havine serious fun o Geore e l1atthieu 
is ~ showman o His 40' x 20' canva ses covered in two 
hours =tre gre ~t f c ::ts of de xterity . "is funtastic 
c a lligraphic ir.ngc ry is vwl1 sui t j d to ir Fr.J>lce 
po sters but has nothing to do wi t ll ?rt. The' J,,-n 
Vermeers' have .gone undf:rground . 
Realizing th,: t all has be en done before, the art i sts 
ll'l.ve taken th e no':! old im:t,:,:u ry of the new, the unique 
a n d the different, joined the!;; t0 3ether, superimposed, 
destroyed, r eo r ganized past conce nt into the' new l ook' . 
The thi ng ~ of everyday l i fe were t3.1;:en ::.s -.10rks of a rt 
in themse l ves only if they .. :ere presented 'lS such, l i ke 
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Duchamp's urinal and bottle-racko The artists 
bolievinr; that anything they do is vali.d for their 
age, regr.rd ethics ard Clesthehcs as p~rt of culture 
in an 'lllthopological ':myo 
The British Pop arti.st, Peter Blake, makes extensive 
use of established imagery :,nd uses this in his 
multiple image workso '::hat distinguishes BlaIn; fro!.] 
the mass of Pop artists is tha t he r8:l11y lovos his 
material and his subjuct and reveals this attitude 
wi th the intensity of' the tcwm; gcr's temporary love 
for the pinups of his sta.rs and r: '~ chines that adorn 
his bedroom wallso Ec takes the dreams of the ordinar;\T 
pe rson, espcci.ally the 'pop' idols of magazi.ne! covers 
and or,sanises this sonewhat shoddy dream - m;it8ri a l 
into a coherent '!lhol.c which somehow en'wble s the poor 
imagery 0 1'his !Jukes h is Horks at '~rac;ti ve, nostalgic 
and enchanting P-S in his "liirlie Door" 19590 He treats 
all his material similarly, be it a masterpi<cce of the 
past or a rhotogr3.ph of the! Beatleso "To:,' Shop" 1962 
optimises the nosta.lgic 'calling 'back of the P3.st' 0 
This work reveals his boyh;)od fasci:'lat ion -.vi th the 
many toys in the many windows of shops and the painting 
remains in his possession. 
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MIRnOR, lt1IRHOR ON THE ':!ALL 
',iindows o."d mirrors have al,mys f.:1sctnatcd n an 
es:oecially if his imagG ts dis+;ort2d in +;ho ron.cction 
as in 3. fun fair hall of mirrol's. The :ceflec ti ve and 
refractive qU'l.b.ties of gl'~ss r O'loal 'l const'J.nt change 
in tho imago ::2S - still pool of ':uter in w:r.ich :, r,ebbl e 
is thrown. Tho influence of ·-::l8.SS plays al"l incr.::dible 
r 518 in the life of man today b8c:l.USe ho j.s so 
constantly surrolli"lded by glasn. ','-li na.ow-sliopnors see 
their ev[;!I' chan0ing ir'lac;e8 in gl":ls~ ::.i.l1d t:~8S:'; :i.. .~ageB 
.:.1r", co!nplome>lteC'. by the objec ts Ll '~he '.'Ii T.do·,! cases 
and the vZ.rious kinds of light 0 !lodern bui 1 ,lj n.gs [-:,ro 
constructed ~Ti tll thousands of ~'J.nos of f.;~~ _ ass ::l~ich 
lTIa ... tc8 up ent~_re facade.3 gnd are al'd?Ys rc:::'13c~~ing the 
g}.ass h~s mWlifcsted itself :"ither consciously O~ 
unconsciously in tho worl: of Y8.i.:ious ~~rtistE~ vlho U8F~ 
the NItl.l·~ i ple ~I!!~C ii::(~ ~j,. ~N.indow frar:', .... ~ 
I,~:'ch81angclo _- :·_stol.Jt-co 9 ·(3 ~)ict.Ul·e'3 likL 9}J:l lcony with 
ThreE: ;lcn;7 1~6,~. consist of :ni r:'cl'G un which cut out 
silhouettes of V.'J.[;U8 ~ unr:;cognisable pen rile ar:.; 
f a ste.:.ll)d o The onloQk~r sees hius81f reflec~;ud nne. 
findS chat he £'0:'1'18 :paTt of the obser-rlt;)c1 t:,or~c~ His 
V31!i ty ". s playeG. upon 'md he develo"s a I'e1 2.ti;;nshi~ 
wi th the silhou--,tte fi.guros by his inclusion in the 
fr::lllG. This i nclus t :m makes him feel part of the; 
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picture and so he is estranged by the work . This 
helps him to contemplate the artist's creation but 
usually the onlooker is blinded by his own vanity. 
Never-the-less the work draws the spectator into the 
sense of the co llec tive so that he feels part of an 
aesthetic that otherwise would be beyond his comprehension. 
He is no longer a silent onlooker but a partici pant. 
Charles Bl ackman who belongs to the New Humanist group 
of Australian painters involves himself by use of the 
multiple image in portrfl.ying his figures in an 
irrational world of ordinary things as in " Alice in 
Vlonderland" , an early work. His paintintss po ssess a 
metaphysical tactile quality where t "le figures are 
always touching something or someone , or they tend to 
feel their way around rather than see their way . His 
wife is blind and this has had an emotional influence 
on his work. His subjects are usually adoleccent ,:;irls , 
like Alice whom he "pc.ints in a the. lG si!.ch as the sea side 
or Po city street. His "Suits of :?aintings" reveals his 
tendency to divide his canvas into different pictures . 
Here the images of faces of adolescent girls are in no 
particualr order, they are diff erent in size and 
painted in strong tones of light and dark. These 
factors give the work a dramatic impetus. The gestalt 
theory comes into play when the observer wants to 
complete the fra6IDents into a shole by forming a mental 
relationship between the fi gures, and this attitude 
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helped by the multiple imagery, conveys the mood of the 
painting. His painting 'Shadow, Large Reflection' is 
a later work that harks back to the window in 'Alice 
in Wonderland' . H0re the four glass window panes 
dramatically contrast with the many rectangular red 
shapes that appear like ti les on the floor. A shadow, 
which makes one wonder if i t does not b€Jlong to a 
grownup Alice, moves unobtrusively into the picture 
frame and creates an uneasy mood which rlupends on the 
uncertainty of the ultimate destiny of the shadow . 
The divisions of the window and the related shapes on 
the floor are an essential means of creating this 
t ension . One is forced to look from one shape to the 
other in an endeavour t() understand the relationship 
and in so doing one sees the strength of contrasts in 
tho cool, slow colours of the panes ~,d the hot, fast 
colours of tho floor which adds to the mysterious 
tension. 
Mystery ,rnd Magri tte are one. Hene iTagri tte' s paintings 
echo a quiet infinity, so quiet that the atmosphere 
becomes disquieting. His figures in "Golconda" 1953 
stand motionless across the plane of the entire picture, 
destroying the limits of space imposed by the picture 
frame. The figures repeat themselves in varying sizes 
and stand on their own ground although they are placed 
in thc building wal l s or in the slcy which becomes 
solidified by the position of t '::a fig',J,res. The 
ir:nge s cf the Den ,~nd vl.~ndO\'iS \','{:i.ch are repeated 
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so often, ~ive r i se t o a mystical sensat i on in that the 
images that are seen can therefore hide images that 
cannot be seen . This :i.s implied by the fact that 
because there are so many similar figures there could 
be more and the onlooker is trapped in the eeri8 realm 
of the unknown, the infinite and as such, ·C!' O mysterious. 
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Ii SIllPLE SINCERE UNDE:R3'l'ANDING 
Victor Vasarely has at his fingertips an extreme control 
and underst~nding of optics , colour and illusion. His 
art is like a computerised product of a 'pop-out' 
machine. The exact itude of his war:: is the most refined 
sophistication of the technological society. If man 
were to be a machine he would re ally understand Victor 
Vasarely's art 0 His '"lork reveals the supreme intellect 
of the modern artist and in his race against his times 
he has surp::lssed his age and has entered the world of 
tomorrow's machine. He has left his mind on his 
canvasses but not his guts . 
The realm of intellectual art is limited to the 
intellectual nan. Has the time come where there is no 
space for the simple, the direct, the naive and honest 
m3.n';> These men exist rmd they too have the right to 
make their world i ntelligible through their art and 
if they cmmot create intellectu'3.1 mc-nifest::ltions like 
the professionals they must create out of the depths 
of their inner volition. Paul Gauguin left Europe for 
Tahi ti to find the truth of his cxistcmce by his own 
e xperience. His world wa s what he sensed and net what 
he saw at a glance. Vincent van Gogh whose strength 
of instinct and intimate experience of objects created 
work that was true to life, despite the lack of 
artistic virtuosity 0 Henri Rousseau's dreams becar.JG 
reality. 
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The primitivism of archaic races has not left man living 
in the t went ieth century. The Yugoslav, Ivan Geraldic, 
wanted to bring art closer to the people in a time 
when art was becoEling increasingly difficult to unde r stand . 
He paints on glass Vlhich results in the unexpected and 
accidental but he always cont r ols the outcome. His 
composi tions include many fi.,:ures held together by the 
rhythm of the community , Wl echo of archaic collectivity . 
His painting "The Woodcutter" 1959 reveals the S8IIJe or 
simi l ar woodcutter up three different trees . This basic 
element of repetition gives the work 3. rhytllL: and a 
s;yIW.bolic mystery. The vertical trees repeat this !'hythm 
and so give a continuity to the act that is taking 
place . His ;'Deer Courting" reveals a similar episode of 
repetition of the ghostlike trees in the background . 
These white trees are complemented by the four white 
deer who are all i n the same walking stance. The simple 
r epeti tion forces the onlooker to o,:;ake a deeper look 
into the scene, allowing him the time to contemplate 
the majesty of nature . The colours vibratu wi th an 
incredi ble honesty a.Yld r ovoal Geraljic' S p2.ssion'J.te 
love of nature. Ano ther Yugosla7, Ivan RalJu,,"in, walked 
the countrysicle 'r~ th a pic ture frame so as to viev: the 
world as if it were a painting . He did this as a 
substitute for painting for he was ignorant of methods 
of painting . He later subnti-cuted the frame for a 
mirror and continued to carry the burden of a painting 
inside him . He suddenly realized that the l Ct:1dsc Fc:,e 
r eflected i n the mi rror was an ir.lUge of the l:mdscape 
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so he too could reflect an iffiage of the landscape in 
painting, like the mirror. He naively uses the 
princi]"le of repetition ',Ihich he bases on the arc 
and sphere which dominate the square or cube as in 
African sculpture. His paintings wh::'ch depicit 
skies , mountains, hills, trees and earth all echo 
the same spherical shapes of varying size, and 
rhythmically flow like the life force of nature. 
Pere is the naive equivalent of Victor Vasarely. 
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PHANTASHAGORIA 
The universe teems with lif~ an endless repetitior of 
images and sounds, planets and stars, galaxies and 
fantasies. Han's endeavour to understand life has led 
him far into scientific fields. Science has infiltrated 
art to such an extent that each relies on the other . 
The scientist, unable to discover in rational terms, 
finds solutions, like the artist, in an irrational way; 
develops his discovery to a significant point and then 
explains them rationally to justify his experimentation 
t o the masses that pay him. The art of the future lies 
in kinetics, an endless repetition of a great variety 
of evocative stimuli visualised with alternating 
rythmic r,lOvements which will serve a sociological, 
environmental and quasi-spiritual function for the 
scientific man of the future. Until such time that the 
entire world's population has transformed itself into 
a totally scienti fic being, there will still be place and 
time for man to ponde r over the ma jesty of his inherited 
environment of nature. Thus art, as it has always been, 
will survive. A society that i s deternined to move into 
a metaphysical realm where the physical a ttributes of 
man and nature are neglected, is moving further away 
from the essence of existence - the bond to the earth. 
In this climate the artist of today, and not the artist 
of tomorrow, who surmises what the future might be, 
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must concern himself with his natural environment, 
which is uriliumanised, virginal and pre:.istoric, because 
it alone holds the secrets of the universe for him. 
Painting is thus a personal ritual in which the artist 
seeks truth, a truth for hirlSelf only. He cannot 
submit to fluctuating world values . He must seek out 
his own place on earth by realising the v'l.lue of art . 
This implies real faith in art, especially his own . If 
he believes in what he is doing the rest does not 
count, and if he loves what he is doing he extends 
himself to the utmost as a human being . In ~, tyW of 
narcissistic way he not only looks at his own image 
which he creates but into it and into the world which 
is mirrored in hiuself . He can therefore only rely on 
the real!'l of the unlmown for his insn.i ration, and on 
his own judgement of his work - his integrity . If the 
artist lacks personal integrity he follows t he futile 
path of 'trying to satisfy'. In an estranged human 
and technological e nvironment the artist must b2 able 
to stand &lone. To do this he must c ultiviate a strong 
personal philosophy which is flexible so that he can 
determine his dealinf,s with men and r:Jachines peacefully 
and at the S3r:Je time remain elusive . In his quietude 
he can develop his own s Firi tual ,lower and remain true 
to himself. 
In h i.s dealings wi th nat '.lre the artist must contenplate 
tlLose nagical and half-realised feelings of his 3enees 
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and his spirit . He mus t believe in the power and magic 
of his own wi l l so that he ceases to be indignant about 
the folly of the worl d . His senses are immediate a t 
J:lOments of intensity . Th i s i ntensi ty brings the arti st 
closer to the spiri t of nat ure because he becomes one 
with nature as thc powers of nature break down the 
barri e r s within which he has enclosed l1ir.Jse l f . This 
results in a d i alogue bet'.veen the spirit of nature and 
the s pirit of man which beco!Jes a die-,logue of 
understanding as it i s no long<;r in..'li bi ted by the 
superficia.li ty of everyday thought. The a r tist thus 
becomes a natural animal , prowli ng the mystic a l depths 
of the fo r ests, and in an effort to f a thom the unJmown 
he develops instinctively and so projects his own 
spiri tual v olition, his essence . He senses in the 
presence of nature an into.ngible truth rising from the 
core of the earth, whic}: tells him that he is a part 
of the earth and not master of it. He sees civilisation s 
covered with growth or obli ter.:J.ted by the wind. There 
are no walls of Iseng:lrd th.:.t Ca!1 withstand the 
. :n . 
onslaught of the Ents. E,u Ei'nst' s painting 
'La Ville Entiere' exemplifies this . 
The a r tist is surrounded by a fantastic series of 
21. Tolkien, J.R .R. 'Lord of the Rings' Book 2. The 
Two Towers. London. {fnion 1974. 
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elusive images and forms o The initial impact of these 
images is elusive because the ~rtist S8es not ail objeot 
in isolation but an objl'ct in relation to its environnent o 
Consequently the thou{!hts that revolve in his consciousness 
are rel'3.ted to the physical setting in ',Ihich he and the 
object he is viewing COI,18 into contact with each othero 
The object is seen in relation to wha t he has previously 
seen and what he still wants to see o The situation in 
which we find this meeting between artist and object 
is rapidly changed, as thought ahout the situation 
t akes place o The mood or fleeting reco Gnition is 
deternined by the artist's sensitive insighto This 
mood and the magic of the objeot is what must remain 
on the artist's camraso The form s 'Nt.ioh convey this 
Glood crann;eo The 3.I'tist views his subject from all 
angleso To retain the life of all object in pd.i nting 
the iu l.ges that are pai nted wi,ll const :mtly change 
as thought ahout the object in relation to its settin,,!; 
takes p lac e o In the multiple i mage paintin-s, the 
artist reveals a seril's of viewpoints of the object so 
that some'lhere 3 .~on.';st t rie multiple iuage s the 
intangi ble life of the object will be revealedo No 
longer is there ~ scene, ~ setting but a constant 
flow of ch'mge Vlhich is, in reality, the way the artist 
sees o A forest is not "{hat the artist sees fren the 
outside but the I-:Jystical sensatiolls he feels in the 
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forest. The essence of the forest is conveyed by the 
entire conglomeration of earth, dampness, decayed 
organic material, trees, leaves, insects, ::m.imals, 
birds, the music that they make and the play of light 
within the whole . The multiple i:na:;c painting challenges 
the onlooker to unlte the various isolated images into 
a whole , and in so doing, he is forced by the repetition 
to contel:1plate the images . While doin:,,; this he will 
sense the rhyth~ and the continuity and see and feel 
that which he ordinarily would not have. A painting 
must suggest a defir.i te dtti tude, .1 pn:i;h o'f insight 
that has not been conceptualised before . The personal 
link between the artist and the object of his idea 
must be intimately understood . The artist personifies 
earth, sky e nd water because he can thus relate more 
e3.sily to it, but if he is to understand the s!)irit of 
the water, earth and sky ~e must become so at one with 
it that he becomes Vlater-wis", Garth-wise and skY-·Nise 
in his renderings of it. 
There are certain reali ties that c.1.nnot be seid:· in a 
verbal or written form. Gestures spea]{ loud(;r than 
words. Imagos ,ere f,ostures, 3..."l.(1 the: closer these images 
are to the experienc e of ther:!, the more c onsc iouf, the 
artist will become of the influence these images have 
over him and he will be able to understand his 
metamorphosis. Nature is the most incredible 
revi tali sing force that exists . The 3-rtist is 
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dependent upon it for some small part cf the great 
spiri t of nature is implanted into l',-~s being ~"ld adds 
a richness to his existence . 
The artist paints to expound his new power, energy 
vision and u.."lderstanding that has developed from his 
contact with na ture . He wishes to reveal sone of the 
i.nsight he has rEceived. 'Chis insight has to be 
exposed in a concrete manner so he uses images ~1d 
objects whieh he ro-presents so th8.t their signifiCOl.nce 
'can be seen better. People '"ho look at paintin:ss must 
therefore stc.re at, ponder over and eXaEine the!!! in a 
spiri,t of voluntary sl;bmission, an att~ tude of 
temporary ;)'oceptance of someone else's ideas, 3Ild not 
wi th the intention of r e inforcing their ovm. They !:lUst 
try to sense the inner sy;iri t th"'.t inflnenc cd the 
artisfs hcmd. Only if the ':l.rtist rehwins t,~uo to 
ililn8elf will his work be abl" to ir.)art SOI-h) of its 
substance, 
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To you whom the muliebrile 170rld 
Embraces in her calm passion 0000000 
Open your hearts, for you need her lovel 
The ancient rocks that crack 
Chasms in your mind, 
Let them fill your vo i d with space o 
Allow the grass that speaks 
To shal(e the kernels from your husks 
That you may eat 0 
Find a sea that pOlmds your masochism 
For it is in need of ecstasyo 
Offer yourself to the h;at of the sun 
So you can grasp its mirage 
And become as elusive. 
Enclose yourself in grand canyons 
And echo their praise. 
I,isten to the ducks' morninc; cryo 
It cracks the me iliscus of the dum. 
ll.e 'ldcr yourself unto these forces 
ThRt you may becor.!C its voice . 
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